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Understanding Close Relationships
2004

understanding close relationships builds a foundation using theory and the most recent research in the field but constructs the text around stories that serve as case examples the stories illustrate the
research and theory making them come alive for the reader

Satisfaction in Close Relationships
1997-06-27

with the premise that close relationships are subjected to extraordinary scrutiny in contemporary society the authors go on to say that this generation values individual fulfilment more than any before us
we are able to leave existing relationships with relative ease demand a high level of satisfaction from our intimate relationships and are frustrated at those times when we fail to achieve it this volume
presents a range of theoretical and clinical approaches to understanding and promoting relationship satisfaction integrating findings from social clinical and counselling psychology researchers illuminate
what it means to be satisfied within a love relationship and identify the factors that allow couples to create successful relationships over time

The Oxford Handbook of Close Relationships
2013-05-02

this book provides an in depth and comprehensive summary of the psychology of close relationships and showcases classic and contemporary theories models and empirical research that have been
conducted in the field

Close Relationships
1977

the past decade has witnessed an explosion of interest and research on close relationships and social cognition in both areas numerous handbooks textbooks and journal articles have been published
however it is the editors impression that although cognitive theories and concepts have filtered through to research dealing with close relationships much of this research reflects a relatively untutored
understanding of the theoretical and empirical work in social cognition conversely the research literature that provides a more sophisticated perspective on the role of cognition in close relationships
typically reveals a relatively limited knowledge of the literature on close relationships as researchers who have worked in both social cognitive processes and close relationships fletcher and fincham are
convinced that each field has much to offer the other in fact their book is based on two important postulates first that a social cognitive framework offers a valuable resource for developing our
understanding of close relationships and second that studying cognition within close relationships has the potential to inform our understanding of basic social cognitive processes

Cognition in Close Relationships
2013-05-13
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the dark side of close relationships ii sheds light on the paradoxical dialectical and mystifying facets of interpersonal relationships this volume showcases completely new work moving forward from the
unique contributions of the 1998 volume this collection includes cutting edge work on important topics in relationship studies written by prominent scholars in a variety of disciplines among the chapter
topics are age gap relationships internet matchmaking services in law relationships stepfamily relationships living single and women s relationships with incarcerated men collectively these works
demonstrate that integrating both dark and bright elements offers a nuanced understanding of close relationships appropriate for scholars practitioners and students in communication social psychology
personal relationships sociology and counseling this volume will also serve as a popular text in graduate courses exploring interpersonal communication ethics and relationships william r cupach received
his ph d in communication arts sciences from the university of southern california currently he is professor of communication at illinois state university in addition to numerous monographs and journal
articles he has co authored or co edited 12 books he previously served as associate editor for the journal of social and personal relationships and is a past president of the international association for
relationship research brian h spitzberg received his ph d in communication arts sciences from the university of southern california he is now a professor in the school of communication at san diego state
university he has conducted extensive research on topics related to interpersonal communication skills and competence he has published numerous scholarly articles and chapters as well as co authoring
or co editing the previous four editions related to the dark side and two books on interpersonal competence

The Dark Side of Close Relationships II
2010-08

social scientists from various disciplines have been increasingly concerned with the nature structure and function of close relationships although most of the early work on the topic of close relationships
drew attention to the development of close relationships since the mid 1970s researchers have begun to investigate the many different aspects connected to the loss of close relationships despite the
change to a more comprehensive conceptual framework close relationship research is often criticized for being atheoretical the research is criticized for being purely descriptive in nature and thus lacking
a more theoretical framework contrary to this belief i wish to argue that researchers in the area of close relationship loss employ several critical and prominent theoretical perspectives to describe explain
and understand the endings of relationships thus the fruition of this book the major aim of this edited book is to present and illuminate within one volume some of these major theoretical perspectives the
volume as a whole has several unique qualities first within each chapter the authors provide a general overview of the theoretical per spective or approach within which they examine close relationship
loss

Understanding Interpersonal Conflict in Close Relationships (First Edition)
2018-12-31

another gem from judy dunn this very readable and interesting book asks some searching questions about how relationships change with age how one sort of relationship influences others and how
thought processes shape or control our interactions with other people the result is a challenging and sometimes provocative account of what we know today together with a look forward to likely
developments in the years to come the book is a must for anyone interested in either the social development of children or the meaning of interpersonal relationships michael rutter institute of psychiatry
london how and why do children of the same family have strikingly different relationships with their mot

Close Relationship Loss
2012-12-06

the authors extend the reach of their comprehensive reviews into theoretically driven and innovating explorations the scope of coverage across and within chapters is striking the developmentalist the
methodologist the feminist the contextualist and the cross culturalist alike will find satisfaction in reading the chapters catherine a surra university of texas austin the science of close relationships is
relatively new and complex this volume has 26 chapters organized into four thematic areas relationship methods forms processes and threats as well as a foreword and an epilogue
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Young Children's Close Relationships
1993-04-27

although sexuality is an integral part of close romantic relationships research linking these two constructs has been less systematic than other areas pertaining to close relationships to date researchers
in communication sociology family studies psychology and psychiatry have made significant advances in both of these fields the editors goal is to integrate this research into one volume they bring
together major scholars from the diversity of fields working on close relationship topics to examine past contributions and new directions in sexuality the emphasis is on theoretical integration and
stimulation methodological rigor and critical analysis this volume explores early sexual experiences and their impact on late life sexuality how life s stresses impact sexuality and satisfaction with
closeness the affect of postpartum depression on sexuality and the relationship between control power anger as well as revenge and sexual processes in couples the handbook of sexuality in close
relationships is intended for students and researchers in the disciplines of social clinical developmental and health psychology family studies counseling and interpersonal family and health
communication an excellent reference in advanced courses in close relationships taught in psychology communications sociology anthropology and family studies the material in part v will also appeal to
clinical psychologists health professionals and policymakers

Towards Understanding Relationships
1979

each of the chapters in this reader is written by leading scholars in the area of relationships reflecting the diversity of the field and including both contemporary and key historical papers for
comprehensive coverage of research

Close Relationships
2000

new edition of this popular student introduction taking a relational approach to the field of interpersonal communication

The Handbook of Sexuality in Close Relationships
2004-04-26

this collection of essays represents a follow up to the editors 1994 publication the dark side of interpersonal communication in the preface to that collection of essays they argued that to fully understand
how people function effectively requires us to consider how individuals cope with social interaction that is difficult problematic challenging distressing and disruptive in this companion volume the focus
expands from social interaction to close relationships aside from the inherent need to investigate the bad as well as the good of interpersonal relationships the editors and their colleagues simply find the
dark side metaphor to be intellectually arousing it stimulates investigation of important yet often neglected phenomena and it especially encourages consideration of the hidden and forbidden and the
paradoxical and ironic elements of human relating this volume assembles the cutting edge work of first rate scholars from the ranks of communication psychology sociology and cognate disciplines as in
the previous text the subject matter and stylistic approaches are diverse reflecting the broad and interdisciplinary domain that is the dark side of human affairs the selection of topics is somewhat
selective reflecting only a sample of emerging scholarship in the interdisciplinary study of relationships these internationally recognized scholars examine various topics related to the dark side including
fatal attractions jealousy and envy misunderstanding gossip conflict codependence sexual coercion stalking relationship termination unrequited love and mental health problems in relationships some
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chapters present original data and models whereas others reconfigure the way in which the understandings of relationships can be better understood in addition the bookend chapters examine the
ideology nature and problems of dark side scholarship collectively the scholarly journeys made in this volume are intended to illustrate the complexities both moral and functional involved in close
relationship processes the intent is neither to valorize nor demonize the darker aspects of close relationships but rather to emphasize their importance to the day to day doing of relationships only by
accepting such processes as integral to relationships can their role be fully understood

Close Relationships
2004-08-02

thirty three of the top scholars in this fast moving domain present a picture of work at the cusp in social psychology work that deals with cognition and affect in close relationships the present volume
contains a wealth of research findings and influential theoretical accounts that spring as much from indigenous work in the close relationship field as from purebred social cognition the chapters introduce
theories and research programs concerned with the role of individual and couple differences in close relationship knowledge structures they deal with the role of emotion and affect in close relationships
and they discuss the function of cognition and knowledge structures in relation to the developmental course of close relationships each section is accompanied by a critical review written by an expert in
the field this volume is a must for any close relationship scholar interested in the latest research and theorizing about close relationships that adopt a social psychological perspective it will also be of
interest to scholars and students working in clinical psychology social cognition communication individual differences and family studies

Close Encounters
2013-03-05

an outline of how power an inherent feature of social interactions operates and affects close relationships

The Dark Side of Close Relationships
2013-06-17

interdependence theory is a powerful and applicable theory that has shaped the study of interpersonal relationships for decades providing foundational constructs and elucidating key assumptions within
the burgeoning field of relationship science research guided by interdependence theory sheds light on the diverse phenomena within ongoing relationships including the emergence of co operation trust
dependence power and relationship maintenance at its core interdependence theory pinpoints key elements of daily interactions that predict specific experiences and outcomes that people have in
different situations this handbook goes further to explain how interdependence theory continues to be used fruitfully in research driving our current understanding of relational processes we invite you to
enter the world of interdependence and discover what top scholars across disciplines are discussing in their efforts to fully understand close intimate relationships

Knowledge Structures in Close Relationships
2014-03-05

close relationships functions forms and processes provides an overview of current theory and research in the area of close relationships written by internationally renowned scholars whose work is at the
cutting edge of research in the field the volume consists of three sections introductory issues types of relationships and relationship processes in the first section there is an exploration of the functions
and benefits of close relationships the diversity of methodologies used to study them and the changing social context in which close relationships are embedded a second section examines the various
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types of close relationships including family bonds and friendships the third section focuses on key relationship processes including attachment intimacy sexuality and conflict this book is designed to be
an essential resource for senior undergraduate and postgraduate students researchers and practitioners and will be suitable as a resource in advanced courses dealing with the social psychology of close
relationships

Power in Close Relationships
2019-02-28

although the two major research areas of the self and social relationships have flourished they have done so largely independently of each other more and more research however has indicated that
relationships shape the nature of the self and identity and that self views influence interpersonal processes and the manner in which people navigate their close relationships the integration of research
on self and social relationships has proved a particularly rich one generating some of the most creative and insightful theories in psychology the self and social relationships is the first volume that marks
expedites and defines this exciting new research synthesis it serves both as a platform for authors to present their latest ideas on the topic and to encourage continued integration in this emerging field
the contributions represent a diverse set of perspectives from social personality and clinical psychology each chapter covers a topic that is central to the study of self and relationships and presents some
of the most exciting research programs in the field this volume is essential reading for researchers and students in the areas of both self and relationships

Interdependence, Interaction, and Close Relationships
2022-08-04

explains why people are attracted to certain members of the opposite sex how understanding the principles of attraction improves the chance of making a good match and what to look for in a potential
mate

Close Relationships
2013-05-13

this broad and accessible introduction to the study of close relationships draws on research from sociology as well as psychology to demonstrate how an understanding of relationships can be applied to
people s own lives the author looks at the main theories of relationships lifespan development of relationships the potential health benefits of close relationships and programs for improving the quality of
relationships

The Self and Social Relationships
2013-05-13

with contributions from the leading experts on relationships this book covers important issues such as love as self expansion equity in maintaining close relationships commitment social support self
verification and minding the relationship the end result is a comprehensive account of the reasons why close relationships are or are not maintained and the manner in which these principles can be
applied to current social issues and clinical interventions divided into two sections part i describes models developed to characterize how relationships are maintained over time accounts of specific
mechanisms at work in close relationships and conceptualizations of the maintenance and enhancement of close relationships using existing theoretical paradigms part ii addresses contemporary social
issues as well as clinical applications close romantic relationships will appeal to students researchers and professionals due to its broad sampling of theory and research on relationship maintenance and
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enhancement

Coupling
1981-01-01

adult attachment style is a key framework for understanding problems in human relationships this practical book introduces and explains an easily accessible assessment tool for adult attachment style
the attachment style interview asi it then discusses appropriate interventions that can be made to help families

Close Relationships
1998

this introductory textbook is for students who are interested in learning about and establishing healthy marriage family and intimate relationships with divorce rates high and relationships fragile books
and courses are needed that help students address important issues regarding relationships the readers of this text examine many important and relevant issues through the lens of theory and research
and do so using a written format that is readable understandable and easy to apply to oneís life it was written so that each chapter has information that readers will find helpful as they attempt to
establish and maintain meaningful healthy relationships there are questions throughout each chapter that help readers focus not only on the material but also on how the material relates to their present
and past relationship and family situations the text provides material on the research of john gottman the object relations theory of harville hendrix the solution focused approach of michele weiner davis
and the prep approach to conflict management of markman stanley and blumberg these and other topics discussed are very relevant to studentsí concerns and are addressed in greater depth than found
in most other texts the emphasis is not just on couple relationships but also on family relationships therefore in this book there is extensive coverage of family systems theory and the influence of family
rules and family structure on the development of families there is also material on how change produces transitions in family life that must be assimilated into the family structureófor example when a
couple has their first child thus both couple and family issues are addressed throughout the book for instructors who want to focus their courses on marriage family and intimate relationships this book
would be an ideal choice a study guide for students and instructional material for instructors can be obtained by visiting understandingrelationships net

Close Romantic Relationships
2001-06-01

gathering leading thinkers in social and clinical psychology public health medicine and sociology interpersonal relationships and health considers theoretical and empirical issues relevant to
understanding the social and clinical psychological mechanisms linking close relationship processes with mental and physical health outcomes the volume arises out of a recent explosion of interest
across multiple academic and research fields in the ways that interpersonal relationships affect health and well being this volume pulls together a range of scholars who focus on different aspects of
relationships and health in order to encourage both collaboration and cross disciplinary initiatives this is the first edited volume to pull together noted experts across myriad disciplines whose research is
at the intersection of human relationships and health topics addressed include key biological processes that influence and in turn are influenced by close relationships interpersonal relationships and
health presents research that demonstrates the connections between interpersonal relationships mental and physical health outcomes and biophysical markers that figure prominently in the fields of
psychoneuroimmunology endocrinology and cardiology in addition it highlights recent work on marital family and social relationships and their interplay with health and well being chapters also address
sexual health among young and older adults as well as clinical intervention efforts that focus on the role of relational factors in influencing health each chapter highlights extant theoretical and empirical
findings and suggests future avenues for research in this burgeoning area
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Understanding Adult Attachment in Family Relationships
2013

power is an inherent feature of social interactions yet it is hard to define and therefore understand this book is the first to organize current interdisciplinary theorizing and research about power from
leading academics in areas such as social psychology communications family studies and public health it also focuses exclusively on how power operates and affects close relationship processes while the
theoretical insights provided point the way toward new lines of research and understanding using specific examples to illustrate complex theoretical explanations and supplying thorough descriptions of
the existing literature on power in close relationships this book is an essential resource for researchers professionals students or laypeople seeking to better understand how power operates in those
relationships that are most important to us

Loves Own Truths: Bonding and Balancing
2008-07-01

the dark side of close relationships ii is a completely new and up to date version of the original volume published in 1998 featuring new topics and authors the volume showcases cutting edge work on
important topics by prominent scholars in multiple disciplines it sheds light on the paradoxical dialectical and mystifying facets of human interaction not merely to elucidate dysfunctional relationship
phenomena but to help readers explore and understand it in relation to a broader understanding about relationships as previous dark side investigations have revealed negative or dysfunctional
outcomes can occur in relationships even though positive and functional ones are expected and at the same time positive silver linings are often found in some dark relational clouds such nuanced
approaches are needed to better account for the complexity of close relationships a unique and provocative collection this volume will appeal to relationship researchers in communication social
psychology family studies and sociology

Understanding Marriage, Family, and Intimate Relationships
2005

this handbook presents up to date scholarship on the causes and predictors processes and consequences of divorce and relationship dissolution featuring contributions from multiple disciplines this
handbook reviews relationship termination including variations depending on legal status race ethnicity and sexual orientation the handbook focuses on the often neglected processes involved as the
relationship unfolds such as infidelity hurt and remarriage it also covers the legal and policy aspects the demographics and the historical aspects of divorce intended for researchers practitioners
counselors clinicians and advanced students in psychology sociology family studies communication and nursing the book serves as a text in courses on divorce marriage and the family and close
relationships

Interpersonal Relationships and Health
2014

this book explores the significant deliverables of psychology to society in five sections identity and relationship psychology for gainful employment psychology customized to the community culturally
embedded psychology and alternatives for maximizing psychology the authors social scientists of diverse nationalities represent novel psychological methods tools and procedures that can have
immense social utility in strengthening the relationship and rejuvenating the community the first section offers an in depth perspective on the dynamics between identity and relationship the second
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section encompasses psychology s contribution in addressing community based issues like farmer suicide cyberbullying smartphone overuse substance abuse and collective environmental behaviour the
authors in the third section have deliberated upon the behavioural issues pertinent for gainful employment the fourth section delineates the influence of culture on specific psychological processes the
last section touches upon means beyond conventional strategies techniques and approaches that may augment psychology s deliverability the chapters in this book are based upon evidence based
scholarships from seven different countries as such it represents an invaluable resource for research scholars and academicians in psychology human resource managers and mental health practitioners

Power in Close Relationships
2020-10-29

this book is devoted to illustrating the significance of perpetrator victim relationship including its status and state in understanding intimate partner homicide iph in the context of china today after
comparing with the findings in the previous studies by analyzing the correlation between intimate relationships as a focal variable and other variables such as iph characteristics and risk factors a deeper
understanding of iph in china today has emerged finally this book shows that many perpetrators and victims had intimate relationships with people outside their marriages as the main reason for the
rapid increase in the number of instances of iph which seems to be in tandem with china s rapid modernization and urbanization presenting the sole academic research that closely investigates the
characteristics of intimate partner homicide in modern china the book is a valuable resource for not only for the chinese government but also for chinese and international researchers

The Dark Side of Close Relationships II
2010-09-13

the language of love free bonus included 23 tips for understanding the language of love in close relationships love is all around us if only we reach out and touch it living in close loving relationships is
easier than you think because we all want families where couples love and respect one another and children grow up with an ever widening perspective on who and what is of true importance for a life of
quality and harmony in this e book the language of love you will read about 23 tips which will set you on your way to building families who see it through in good or bad times when life is sunny and when
days are troubled because living in sound relationships is not only good for your health it s important for you to succeed in a world which increasingly looks down on family life there is no other system of
society anywhere that can teach us what we need to know like the family unit here you are accepted as you are and by following the precepts set forth in this e book your family will not only learn to grow
and flourish but they will seek to nourish as well ingredients for the best in close relationships which are only possible by learning the language of love where couples and families alike will discover that
close knit families really do exist because you ve created one of your very own contents of the book chapter 1 know thyself and one another chapter 2 10 tips for understanding the language of love
chapter 3 10 more tips for understanding the language of love chapter 4 the final three tips getting your free bonusread this book to the end and see bonus your free gift chapter after the introduction
and conclusion

Handbook of Divorce and Relationship Dissolution
2013-12-19

the diversity of human relationships surveys the various types of interpersonal relationships

Understanding Psychology in the Context of Relationship, Community, Workplace and Culture
2022-08-22
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this multidisciplinary text introduces the concepts methodologies theories and empirical findings of the field of interpersonal relationships information is drawn from psychology communication family
studies marriage and family therapy social work sociology anthropology the health sciences and other disciplines numerous examples capture readers attention by demonstrating how the material is
relevant to their lives active learning is encouraged throughout each chapter includes an outline to guide students key terms and definitions to help identify critical concepts and exploration exercises to
promote active thinking many chapters include measurement instruments that students can take and score themselves a website for instructors features a test bank with multiple choice and essay
questions and power points for each chapter this text distinguishes itself with its focus on family and friend relationships as well as romantic relationships its multidisciplinary perspective highlighting the
contributions to the field from a wide array of disciplines its review of the relationship experiences of a variety of people of different age groups and cultures heterosexual and homosexual and
relationship types dating cohabiting marriage friendships family relationships its focus on methodology and research design with an emphasis on how to interpret empirical findings and engage in the
research process cutting edge research on cyber flirting and online relationship formation the biochemical basis of love communication and social support bullying and peer aggression obsession and
relational stalking sexual violence and marital rape and grief and bereavement the book opens by examining the fundamental principles of relationship science along with the research methods
commonly used the uniquely social nature of humans is then explored including the impact relationships have on health and well being part 2 focuses on relationship development from attraction to
initiation to development and maintenance as well as the factors that guide mate choice and marriage the development of relationships in both friendships and romantic partnerships is explored part 3
examines the processes that shape our interpersonal experiences including cognitive thinking and affective feeling processes communicative and supportive processes and the dynamics of love and sex
the book concludes with relationship challenges rejection and betrayal aggression and violence conflict and loss and therapeutic interventions intended as a text for courses in interpersonal close
relationships taught in psychology communication sociology anthropology human development family studies marriage and family therapy and social work practitioners interested in the latest research
on personal relationships will also appreciate this engaging overview of the field

The Perpetrator-Victim Relationship: An Important Clue to Understanding Intimate Partner Homicide in China
2022-01-15

this volume features the latest scholarship on cognitive processes in interpersonal relationships it explores such questions as what special knowledge must a person have to participate in a relationship
what particular language structures do people typically use in entering or conducting relationships contributors examine the cognitive processes that individuals bring to relationships ranging from their
thought patterns and attributional styles to the ways in which they recall relationship events and use shared knowledge

The Language of Love
2015-05-08

health and illness in close relationships provides an integrated theoretical framework for understanding the complexities of health trajectories and relationship processes it is the first volume to review
and synthesize current empirical evidence and associated theoretical constructs from the literature on health and illness in close relationships across the social and behavioral sciences in doing so it
provides a unique cross disciplinary understanding of how health and illness redefine relationships the volume also maps out an explanatory framework of how the pathways and processes of close
relationships pose considerations for resilience and flourishing or on the contrary for relational and health decline it will appeal to researchers and students across psychology communication and
relationship studies as well as to health professionals who are interested in understanding how health conditions can shape or be shaped by patients close relationships

The Diversity of Human Relationships
1996-10-13

in the extensive literature on couples and intimacy little has been written about knowing and not knowing as people experience and understand them based on intensive interviews with thirty seven
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adults this book shows that knowing and not knowing are central to couple relationships they are entangled in love sexual attraction trust commitment caring empathy decision making conflict and many
other aspects of couple life often the entanglement is paradoxical for example many interviewees revealed that they hungered to be known and yet kept secrets from their partner many described
working hard at knowing their partner well and yet there were also things about their partner and their partner s past that they wanted not to know this book s qualitative phenomenological approach
builds on and adds to the largely quantitative social psychological communications and family field literature to offer a new and accessible insight into the experience of intimacy

Close Relationships
2011-01-07

long distance relationships have become a popular area of study although limited work has been published in response to this state of scholarship laura stafford summarizes literature across the social
sciences on various types of long distance relationships and extracts themes and patterns across the relational types relating them to theory

Individuals in Relationships
1993

close encounters communication in relationships second edition takes a relational approach to the study of interpersonal communication by focusing on issues that are central to describing and
understanding close relationships although the primary focus is on communication research this book emphasizes the interdisciplinary nature of the study of personal relationships by including research
from various disciplines such as social psychology and family studies using a developmental approach the authors first look at initial interaction and relational escalation then move on to issues related to
maintaining intimate relationships and finally focus on challenges relational partners face including relationship endings this core text is designed for advanced courses in interpersonal communication
and relationships as found in departments of communication social psychology family studies and sociology book jacket

Health and Illness in Close Relationships
2020-10-29

Knowing and Not Knowing in Intimate Relationships
2013-07-25

Maintaining Long-Distance and Cross-Residential Relationships
2004-12-13
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Close Encounters
2001
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